
 

 

* 6 Days 5 Nights DUBROVNIK and SPLIT In Style * 
(Posavac Package) 

 
              

 

Day 1               Arrive in Dubrovnik                           (No Meal) 
Arrive in Dubrovnik Airport, your personal chauffeur will meet and welcome you. Take a private transfer to your hotel and 
check-in for a 3 nights stay. 
 

Day 2               Dubrovnik                                       (Breakfast) 
At 0900hrs meet your local guide for a Dubrovnik 4 hours sightseeing tour. Dubbed the "Pearl of the Adriatic" beautiful 
Dubrovnik offers a wealth of attractions for visitors. Famous for its spectacular  seafront  location  on  the  Dalmatian  coast  
coupled  with  its  evocative  and  historic  old  city  center, Dubrovnik was founded in the 7th century and has enjoyed its 
greatest growth in the 15th and 16th centuries, a fact  reflected  in  the  impressive  architecture  and  its  designation  as  a  
UNESCO  World  Heritage  Site  home  to Croatia's artistic and intellectual elite, Dubrovnik offers numerous cultural activities and 
festivals. Highlights of a visit  include walking around its picturesque old streets and alleys while visiting such excellent 
attractions as its splendid  cathedral  and  treasury,  the  broad  Stradun  pedestrian  walkway,  and  its  many  fine  old  palaces  
and fortifications. Including visit to Franciscan monastery. The tour ends at 1300hrs. 
 

Day 3    Dubrovnik                     (Breakfast)  
At 1000hrs meet your English speaking local guide and be transferred to Konavle. 
Konavle has for centuries been renowned for the production of silk yarn, where it 
was used for the decoration of male and notably female national costumes. The 
production occurred in the rooms of the women every spring. Every woman of 
Konavle had to rear enough silkworms to produce her own yarn for her individual 
embroidery. Until marriage, she would produce enough embroidery for various 
occasions and circumstances, for a long time it would be her only accessory and 
identity card. Every embroidery has a unique language that describes its tailor, her 
cunning, wealth or hardship, and when she makes it a part of her costume it 
becomes part of her personality. The Konavle embroidery is worn around the 
chest and the sleeves, where jewelry is worn today and on the part of our body 
where we point with our finger when a person says „I". The Konavle embroidery is 
an important part of the national costume of a small region and it has developed 
its own artistic language transforming into something more than simple 
decoration. Today the national costumes are slowly being abandoned, and the 
embroidery that we knit in our workshops is used for the production of applied and 
decorative items with the purpose of conserving the tradition. We produce our 
own silk yarn from the early spring to late fall until we have enough leaves on our 
trees to feed our silkworms.  
 

Next up be transferred to Cavtat. You will have a short walking tour of Cavtat with 
your local guide. The picture perfect village of Cavtat, Croatia’s southernmost town, 
a short drive from the Konavle plains and Montenegro. In ancient Greek times 
Cavtat was known as the town of Epidaurus. When the Romans came in 228BC, it 
became a Roman colony. It’s easy to see why the Greeks and Romans were so 
charmed by this lovely place. It’s naturally protected by a rocky headland that still 
has remnants of an old fort. The town itself is a delight – there is a small “Old Town” 
with cobbled streets and alleys that meet the palm tree lined promenade that 
winds its way around the harbor. The tour ends in the afternoon then return to 
Dubrovnik. 

Private Tour     Good for 4 Pax Travel     Price fr SGD1,478 per pax 
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Day 4           Dubrovnik – Mostar – Split                                (Breakfast)  
At 0900hrs take a private transfer to Mostar. The historic town of Mostar, 
spanning a deep valley of the Neretva River, developed in the 15th and 16th 
centuries as an Ottoman frontier town and during the Austro-Hungarian 
period in the 19th and 20th centuries. The Old Bridge area, with its pre-
Ottoman, eastern Ottoman, Mediterranean and western European 
architectural features, is an outstanding example of a multicultural urban 
settlement. Famous old bridge of Mostar, a UNESCO heritage site is also 
considered one of the most exemplary pieces of Islamic architecture in the 
Balkans and was designed by Mimar Hayruddin, a student and apprentice of 
the famous architect Mimar Sinan. In the afternoon, continue journey to Split. 
 
 

Day 5               Split                                                                                        (Breakfast) 
Today is a free day to explore Split. Split, Croatia's second largest city, not 
only serves as a convenient base from which to explore this beautiful country, 
it also boasts a number of excellent tourist attractions of its own. The city 
was continuously inhabited for thousands of years starting with the Romans, 
followed by the Byzantines, Croats, Venetians, and finally the Austrians who 
only left in 1918. 
You may want to consider sign up for optional city tour, full day sightseeing 
including Meštrović gallery, day trip to Krka National Park, or Trogir visit as 
well as more active tours, like Split bike tour, Hiking tour to Mosor or Speed 
boat private excursion to the nearby islands. 
 

Day 6               Depart from Split                                                                (Breakfast) 
After breakfast, free till departure transfer to Split Airport for homebound flight. 
 
 
 
 

Tour Code: PKon6DDBVSPU 


